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Thida Thai Restaurant

Dish machine Cl 10

Cooked noodles in bucket on floor
Cooked egg roll in fryer basket
Chicken in prep cooler
Shrimp in prep cooler
Beef in prep cooler
Cooked rice in steamer
Fish in bottom of prep cooler
Mussels in bottom of prep cooler
Chicken in wic
Salmon in wic
Cooked noodles in wic
Sushi rice tphc
All tcs foods in sushi display case
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6: Observed employee take box of chicken into wic came out and resumed food 
prep and never washed hands. Corrected by discussing with pic and educating.
8: Hand sink in kitchen is blocked by due to sani bucket stored in it. Corrected by 
pic removing bucket.
13: Open container of broccoli stored next to open container of raw chicken in 
bottom of prep cooler. Corrected by pic relocating vegetable.
14: Dish machine reading less than 50 ppm of cl. Must use 3 comp sink for 
sanitizing.
20: Cooked noodles. See temp log. Corrected by pic placing in wic. All tcs foods 
in sushi display case. Corrected by placing meats in ric to chill.
35: Several containers of vegetables in wic not labeled correctly.
37: Using plastic cups as scoops in several containers.
43: Majority of to go containers not stored in inverted position.
44: Observed employee wipe hands on towels and never changed gloves.
45: Inside of ice machine has black mold.
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1: (IN): PIC demonstrates knowledge by correctly answering questions regarding principles applicable to the food 
operation.
2: (IN): An employee health policy is available.
3: (IN) There are no food workers observed working with specific reportable symptoms or illnesses.
4: (IN) Employee isn't drinking, eating, or using tobacco in a food preparation area.
5: (IN) No employees exhibiting persistent coughing, sneezing, runny nose, or watery eyes.
7: (IN) Employees are observed using suitable utensils or gloves to prevent bare hand (or arm) contact with ready-to-eat 
foods.
9: Golden
10: (NO): No food received during inspection.
11: (IN) All food was in good, sound condition at time of inspection.
12: Verified parasite destruction on invoice. See pic.
15: (IN) No unsafe, returned or previously served food served.
16: In range. See temp log.
17: (NO) No TCS foods reheated during inspection.
18: (N.O.) No cooling of TCS foods during inspection.
19: In range see temp log.
21: (IN) Verified date marking system in place for all ready-to-eat TCS foods that are held longer than 24 hours.
22: Sushi rice. See temp log. Label said prepared at 11,discard by 3
23: Verified advisory with associated menu items.
24: (NA) A highly susceptible population is not served.
25: (NA) Establishment does not use any additives or sulfites on the premises.
26: (IN) All poisonous or toxic items are properly identified, stored, and used.
27: (NA) Establishment is not required to have a variance or HACCP plan, performs no special processes.
57: 
58:

See last page for additional comments.
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I will return in 10 days for your follow up.

Additional Comments


